
   

T he assignment was unenviable and unsavory — and absolutely necessary: The New York Times  
had abruptly fired Jill Abramson, its first female executive editor, a messy change fraught with 
gender politics. 

Enter David Carr, whose weekly “Media Equation” column tackled some of the biggest issues in 
journalism last year. Interviewing people he worked alongside and considered friends — awkward to say 
the least — he painted a picture of a newsroom management team that was feuding and rarely on the same 
page. His assessment of how things were handled was blunt. “It is one thing to gossip or complain about 
your boss,” he wrote, “but quite another to watch her head get chopped off in the cold light of day. The lack  
of decorum was stunning.” 

That was one of many times that Carr made sense of difficult subjects, from wartime reporting  
to unsettling ISIS videos, from the social media age to the rape accusation against Bill Cosby, from à la 
carte choices for television viewers to the charmed life of Ben Bradlee.

Carr also took on the dark side of the media business — a so-called news website that existed to 
serve the interests of its corporate owner, and a blogger whose modus operandi was to reveal personal 
information about journalists with whom he disagreed.

He also provided a hard look at the future of media — propelled by a remarkable instinct for where 
things are heading, built on a foundation of deep reporting.

And what a way with words. A few examples:

l “For publishers, Facebook is a bit like that big dog galloping toward you in the park. 
More often than not, it’s hard to tell whether he wants to play with you or eat you.”

l “Video beheadings are a triple death — murder and defilement in a public way — and 
YouTube becomes the pike on which the severed heads are displayed.”

l A blogger who smears his subjects with tasteless or inaccurate attacks “shares some 
common characteristics with the so-called mood slime in ‘Ghostbusters II,’ which  
lived underneath New York City and gathered strength by feeding on the anger 
coursing through the streets above it.”

l Finally, his warning for Comcast as it deals harshly with its many rivals: “When I was 
young and stupid, my friends and I tried to cut through a yard full of turkeys just for 
the thrill of it. The turkeys surrounded us and immediately began hitting us with their 
wings, protesting the intrusion. My farm-raised pal cautioned me just to ignore it, but 
after a while I couldn’t stand it anymore and gave one a nice swift kick. 

“And that’s when the trouble really started.”

Carr frequently had impact or proved prescient:

l He took on a Verizon-run website that he said used the cloak of a news organization  
to influence the debate on issues that mattered greatly to the company. Verizon quietly 
shut it down less than a month later.
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l He shined a harsh spotlight on the media for its decades-long silence about the rape 
accusations against Bill Cosby, and took the unusual step of including himself  
in the scolding. He noted that a recent biography of Cosby had failed to address the 
accusations; within days the author, citing Carr’s column, acknowledged he should  
have dealt with the issue.

l He told readers last April that the traditional bundle of cable programming, long  
a pillar of profit, was about to come undone. In the months that followed, CBS,  
HBO, DishTV and many others announced à la carte programming to ward off 
growing competition from Amazon and Netflix. 

Carr also provided a framework for understanding the shocking beheading videos disseminated  
by ISIS. While most analysis did not get beyond the brutality of the act, Carr explored the videos’  
high-quality production — the technical proficiency, the sophisticated messaging — calling them “modern 
media artifacts being used to medieval ends.”

With his critical eye, reportorial rigor, unerring instincts and delicious turns of phrase, David Carr 
made his weekly column a must-read for anyone interested in the media. We are pleased to nominate him  
for the Pulitzer Prize for Commentary.


